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Tossups

1. As punishment for stealing from one of these places, a figure associated with Jupiter or Venus is banished
by a goddess with the teeth of a tiger and tail of a leopard. In another story, purple-streaked objects
containing pale yellow stones from one of these places are missing when seven fairies arrive to collect them.
Those objects from one of these locations are presented alongside dragon livers at a banquet attended by a (*)
group from Mount Pénglái and hosted by Xī Wángmǔ. After he abandons his appointment as a stable boy, Sūn
Wùkōng is assigned to guard one of these places. In the Romance of the Three Kingdoms,   Zhāng Fēi, Guān Yǔ, and
Liú Bèi swear an oath of brotherhood in one of these locations. For 10 points, name these places where a fruit said to
grant immortality grows.
ANSWER: peach gardens [or táoyuán; accept answers like peach orchards or other reasonable equivalents;
prompt on gardens or garden of Xī Wángmǔ or garden of the Queen Mother of the West by asking, “What
specifically grows there?;” prompt on Mount Kūnlún or mountains] (Dōngfāng Shuò became an immortal after
stealing peaches from Xī Wángmǔ.)
<AY, Beliefs>

2. Rapidly oscillating terms in this quantity are neglected in the rotating-wave approximation. In the Jaynes-
Cummings model, this quantity for the atom is a constant times the third Pauli matrix. In one approximation
scheme, a term “lambda V” is added to this quantity, and then solutions are expanded in powers of lambda.
For a central potential like an atom, this quantity commutes with both L-squared and L-sub-z. The
exponential of this (*) operator gives the time evolution operator. The time-independent Schrödinger equation is
usually written as “this operator psi equals E psi” because its eigenvalues are energies. Classically, this quantity is
the Legendre transform of the Lagrangian, and is the sum of T and V. For 10 points, what operator named for an
Irish physicist gives the total energy?
ANSWER: Hamiltonian [prompt on total energy until read]
<VD, Physics>

3. Charles Armitage Brown pinpoints the composition of this poem to the base of a plum tree at Wentworth
Place. This poem claims the “murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves” to be “mid-May’s eldest child,” the
“coming musk-rose.” This poem’s narrator sees “the Queen-Moon on her throne” while flying on “the
viewless wings of Poesy.” This poem describes the “sad heart” of (*) Ruth, who “stood in tears amid the alien
corn.” This poem’s narrator notes, “Darkling I listen” to the title creature, who “wast not born for death.” In this
poem, which originated the phrase “tender is the night,” a “drowsy numbness pains” the sense of the narrator, who
ends this poem by asking, “do I wake or sleep?” For 10 points, name this John Keats poem addressed to a songbird.
ANSWER: “Ode to a Nightingale”
<HG, British Literature>

4. Herodotus alleged that a ruler of this city “baked his bread in a cold oven,” referring to accusations of that
ruler’s necrophilia with his wife’s corpse. A dynastic family in this city sent assassins to kill Eëtion’s newborn
son, only for those assassins to relent upon seeing the newborn’s smile. According to Thucydides, this city was
the first city-state in Greece to adopt the trireme. The (*) Bacchiadae were expelled from this city by the tyrant
Cypselus. Boats were moved overland using this city’s diolkos roadway which was built by its tyrant Periander.



Lucius Mummius razed this city that had once been the namesake of a league founded by Philip II of Macedon. For
10 points, an order of columns is named for what ancient Greek city-state located on a namesake isthmus?
ANSWER: Corinth [or Kórinthos]
<KT, Ancient History / Archaeology>

5. The SICGAL (“SICK-gahl”) baggage check is performed on visitors to this region to prevent the spread of
non-native species. The use of insecticide-laced cotton balls in bird nests in this region has reduced damage
caused by the parasitic fly Philornis downsi. In the first usage of hormonally-altered Judas goats, invasive
goats, pigs, and donkeys were eradicated from this region as part of Project (*) Isabela. Conservation efforts in
this archipelago cite the legacy of “Lonesome George,” the last surviving member of his species. El Niño events
cause population decline for a namesake penguin species on this archipelago, to which the marine iguana is
endemic. For 10 points, name this Ecuadorian archipelago where Charles Darwin studied finches.
ANSWER: Galápagos Islands [or Islas Galápagos or Archipiélago de Colón or Columbus Archipelago]
<KT, Geography>

6. One text from this school argues that a willow tree’s nature is violated when it is carved into cups and
bowls. A thinker of this tradition who represented the school of “principle” argued that the world is a
combination of rational principle and vital force. This school’s metaphor of the “single thread” binding one’s
way is often interpreted as the golden rule. A thinker of this school compared innate good tendencies to (*)
sprouts that are developed into virtues through “extension.” Scholars of this school argued social harmony can be
ensured by making words correspond to reality via the “rectification of names.” Two virtues of this school usually
translated as “humaneness” and “ritual propriety” are rén and lǐ. For 10 points, name this Chinese school of thought
whose founder’s sayings are collected in the Analects.
ANSWER: Confucianism [or Ruism; or rú jiā; accept Neo-Confucianism]
<MB, Philosophy>

7. In a novel by this author, the departments of Mechanical Avunculo·gratulation and Tetra·pyloctomy are
considered for the School of Comparative Irrelevance. The corpse of a historical figure who dies at the estate
of an Armenian noble is thrown into a river in a novel by this author. After rescuing a man from the sack of
Constantinople, the protagonist of a novel by this author recounts a fifteen-year search for (*) Prester John. A
philologist witnesses the fictional Tres Society kill his friend, who had helped create the computer Abulafia. In that
novel by this author, Abulafia builds a Templar conspiracy known as “The Plan,” created satirically by Jacobo Belbo
and Edward Causabon. For 10 points, name this author whose background in medieval history inspired his novels
Baudolino and Foucault’s Pendulum.
ANSWER: Umberto Eco
<JS, European Literature>

8. Giovanni de’ Marignolli interspersed his revision of the Annals of Bohemia with anecdotes about this
institution, such as the acquisition of the Fonthill Vase. State-sponsored moneylenders favored participants in
this institution who banded together in ortoghs (“OR-tahgz”). Peter Frankopan rejects the centrality of
Europe to world history in a 2015 book titled for this institution. (*) Inalchuq apocryphally had silver poured in
his eyes and ears as punishment for harassing Mongols in Otrar, a part of this institution. Open courtyards
surrounded by stalls constituted caravanseries, inns operated as part of this system. For 10 points, the discovery of a
maritime passage from Europe to India caused a decline in which network of Central Asian overland trade routes?
ANSWER: Silk Road [or Silk Routes; accept The Silk Roads: A New History of the World]
<DC, World History>

9. This compound is oxidized in Roy Periana’s “catalytica” system. Serpentinization is a key abiotic source of
this compound, which sustains cold seeps. This compound is the reagent gas most commonly used for



chemical ionization in mass spectrometry. This compound was oxidized in the first demonstration of the
Shilov system. The oxidation of this compound is coupled to sulfate reduction in microbial aggregates called
ANMEs. Bacteria that (*) anaerobically oxidize this molecule consumed most of the spillage after Deepwater
Horizon. Clathrate hydrates in marine sediment will start releasing this molecule rapidly as permafrost melts. This
molecule is the primary component of natural gas. For 10 points, name this simplest tetrahedral molecule, a
hydrocarbon with formula CH4.
ANSWER: methane [accept CH4 until read]
<VD, Chemistry>

10. In a painting housed at the Prado, this artist depicted a rearing white horse with a flowing mane dividing
the canvas diagonally as St. George prepares to stab the dragon. This artist disrupted a market for tapestries
with large hunt scenes for Maximilian of Bavaria. Butterfly-winged figures watch in horror as the title figure
falls in another of this artist’s paintings. An eagle rests its talons on a Titan’s face as it rips out his entrails in
Prometheus Bound, a collaboration between this artist and Frans (*) Snyders. Three turbaned men stab at a
hippopotamus and crocodile in another painting by this artist. A disembarkation at Marseilles appears in a cycle by
this artist. For 10 points, name this artist of the Marie de’ Medici cycle, who, in addition to his depictions of
animals, was famed for his fleshy nudes.
ANSWER: Peter Paul Rubens
<AY, Visual Arts>

11. The opening scene of the film The Boys in the Band was shot at one of these locations, which had earlier
been the site of a staged confrontation photographed by Fred McDarragh. Mayor Robert Wagner Jr. waged a
controversial campaign to ban some of these establishments in preparation for the 1964 World’s Fair. Phillip
Crawford detailed how during the 1960s, most of a certain type of these establishments were run by the
Mafia. Three members of the Mattachine Society called media attention to their lack of service at one of these
establishments in a (*) “Sip In” covered by the Village Voice. An event at one of these locations involved mass
protests led by Marsha P. Johnson. For 10 points, identify these establishments, one of which in Greenwich Village
was the site of the Stonewall Riots.
ANSWER: gay bars [prompt on inn by asking, “What other type of establishment was it?”]
<KJ, American History>

12. One character in this novel dreams of a funeral parade for a hot air balloon that he had previously
pierced with a thrown arrow. An “evil boy” in this novel pretends to be Mrs. Foley’s young nephew. One
protagonist of this novel reluctantly nails his house to a lightning rod given to him by Tom Fury. A witch is
killed in this novel when a man carves his (*) smile into a wax bullet. Joy and laughter destroy a hall of mirrors
and kill this novel’s antagonist, nicknamed the Illustrated Man. Mr. Cooger turns to dust before a boy in this novel
nearly dies riding a carousel that causes him to age. Jim Nightshade and Will Halloway battle the carnival leader Mr.
Dark in, for 10 points, what Ray Bradbury novel, titled for a line from Macbeth beginning “by the pricking of my
thumbs”?
ANSWER: Something Wicked This Way Comes
<HG, American Literature>

13. Yannick Nézet-Séguin recently conducted a piece by this composer in memory of the 20th anniversary of
9/11. A solo trumpet plays a rising “short E-flat, long A-flat, [pause] triplet B-flat, E-flat, B-flat” in an
often-excerpted piece by this composer. An E-flat minor fanfare by four offstage trumpets precedes a solo
bass movement in one work by this composer whose only solo tenor movement is its (*) Ingemisco. This
composer reworked a Libera Me from a failed piece for Rossini into a piece in the same genre whose second section
opens with four quadruple forte G minor chords. This composer who dedicated a requiem to Alessandro Manzoni



wrote a “Triumphal March” that featured a dozen live elephants as part of an opera about Radamès’s affair with the
title Ethiopian princess. For 10 points, name this Italian composer of Aida.
ANSWER: Giuseppe Verdi [or Giuseppe Fortunino Francesco Verdi] (The performance of Verdi’s Requiem in the
first clue was the first performance at the Met Opera House since it closed due to COVID-19, and the unnamed
movements clued from the Requiem are the Tuba Mirum and Dies Irae.)
<EG/JE, Auditory Arts>

14. This virus’s tegument proteins UL15, UL28, and UL33 comprise a terminase complex that cleaves and
packages concatenated DNA. Pritelivir is an experimental helicase-primase inhibitor for treating this
non-VZV virus. Rabbits are used to model the symptomatic shedding of this virus from the cornea, which
may serve as a reservoir for it. This virus’s glycoproteins B and C bind heparan sulfate, while its glycoprotein
D binds Nectin-1. (*) Whitlow lesions are characteristic of infection by this virus, whose thymidine kinase is
targeted by acyclovir. This virus’s latency-associated transcript inhibits apoptosis as it lies dormant in the sacral
ganglia. For 10 points, name this virus thought to infect the majority of the world’s population that causes both cold
and genital sores.
ANSWER: herpes simplex virus [or HSV-1 or HSV-2 or HHV-1 or HHV-2; prompt on HHV]
<AY, Biology>

15. “Whipsawing” is a strategy that forces these organizations to compete against each other. These
organizations assume part of government function in the Ghent system, which is in place in Denmark and
Finland. The Supreme Court banned these organizations from collecting “agency fees” in the 2018 Janus
case. In The Logic of Collective Action, Mancur Olsen notes that these organizations started out in small
groups and attributes the rise of large versions of these organizations to (*) compulsory membership. The
Nordic model of government is marked by very high levels of membership in these organizations. The NLRA
established the right for these organizations to engage in collective bargaining. For 10 points, name these
organizations whose public-sector versions may be forbidden from striking.
ANSWER: labor unions
<RR, Social Science: Misc.>

16. An essay by this author imagines a successful man named “No One” and his son “Nobody,” who would
bring about a “prehistoric silence.” Another essay by this author contrasts the phrase “I am your father”
with a term referring to a violated woman. This author called the title concept “the profoundest fact of the
human condition” and compared attitudes of hermeticism to (*) masks in a book that also describes his
country’s citizens as descendants of a traitorous concubine. This author of “The Sons of La Malinche” described a
river that “doubles back, and comes full circle” in a poem bookended by the line “willow of crystal, a poplar of
water” and modeled after the Aztec calendar. For 10 points, name this author who discussed his home country of
Mexico in The Labyrinth of Solitude.
ANSWER: Octavio Paz (The unnamed poem is “Sunstone.”)
<HG, World Literature>

17. To placate this figure after one disaster, Domitian ordered the sacrifice of a red bull-calf and a red boar at
a festival also featuring the sacrifice of live fish. This god’s shrine, located in the Forum, was originally
outside the city limits and home to a lotus as old as Rome. Though she wasn’t his mother, Maia received
sacrifices from this deity’s flamens. A child of this deity who lived in a cave on the Aventine Hill dragged a
group of (*) cattle by their tails to steal them. That son of this deity, Cacus, was strangled by Hercules. In his
Metamorphoses, Ovid described how this god crafted a brass net to capture his cheating wife while she was in bed
with Mars. For 10 points, name this husband of Venus, the Roman god of fire and blacksmiths and counterpart to the
Greek Hephaestus.



ANSWER: Vulcan [accept Mulciber; do not accept or prompt on “Hephaestus”]
<KT, Beliefs>

18. Jets from the precessing disk of one of these systems, SS 433, explain why it has both red-shifted and
blue-shifted lines. Accretion in these systems trigger events whose spectra show strong absorption of silicon at
615 nanometers. Early evidence for gravitational waves was provided by observing the orbital decay of one of
these systems. A light curve that’s mostly constant with periodic dips is characteristic of these systems, whose
masses can be (*) visually determined using Kepler’s Third Law. The center of mass of these systems is the point
where their Roche lobes meet. Type Ia (“1-a”) supernovae occur in these systems when a white dwarf accretes
enough mass from its partner to exceed the Chandrasekhar limit. Algol and Sirius are, for 10 points, what kind of
system that has two stars rotating around each other?
ANSWER: binary star systems [accept X-ray, visual, or eclipsing binary; anti-prompt (ask, “Can you be less
specific?”) on cataclysmic variable]
<VD, Other Science: Astronomy>

19. Andrew Lloyd Webber set his new musical about this character in the “most aggressively picturesque
town.” In a 2013 musical, the revolutionary Jean-Michel falls for this character’s relative Gabrielle. This
character pretends to be a “huntress on an African safari” in a song in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s only TV
musical. In one musical, this character asks, “If you loved me, why did you stray?” after her husband seduces
a woman who is (*) trampled by a giant. This character who sings “In My Own Little Corner” consoles characters
in another musical by singing “No One is Alone” after the deaths of Granny and the Baker’s Wife. This character
opens and closes Into the Woods by stating, “I wish,” and calls birds to help her pick lentils out of ashes so she can
go to the King’s Festival. For 10 points, name this fairytale character who leaves a slipper on the steps of the palace.
ANSWER: Cinderella
<JE, Other Arts: Opera and Musical Theater>

20. Contrary to past scholarship, David Moon presents these people as rational actors in a history subtitled
“The World [these people] Made.” Students who organized lawn parties called gulian’ia for these people were
prosecuted during the Mad Summer of 1874. The mobility of these people was limited to periods around Saint
George’s Day during the Forbidden Years, and these people could only travel with internal passports as
mandated by the (*) Sobornoye Ulozheniye (“sub-BOR-nuh-yuh oo-luh-ZHEN-nee-yuh”). August von Haxthausen
praised communal institutions that covered these people’s paying of the obrok tax. Those communes known as mir
doled out a “pauper’s allotment” to these people. A ruler who addressed the plight of these people in an 1861 edict
was assassinated by the People’s Will. For 10 points, Tsar Alexander II emancipated which class of Russian
citizens?
ANSWER: Russian serfs [or Russian peasants; accept The Russian Peasantry, 1600–1930: The World the Peasants
Made]
<GP, European History>



Bonuses

1. During Hindu housewarming ceremonies, this substance is allowed to overflow from the pot it is boiled in to
symbolize prosperity. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this substance, which comprised an ocean churned by the gods to produce amrita and other treasures.
This substance is produced by cows and used in many Hindu ceremonies.
ANSWER: milk
[10m] Original language term required. Milk, yogurt, water, and various other substances are used to bathe these
images of the gods during the abhishekam portion of a puja.
ANSWER: mūrti
[10h] In the Pravargya that can optionally precede a Somayajña, heated milk is offered to these figures, who drive a
threefold chariot. These physician sons of Sūrya give Vishpalā an iron leg after she loses the original in battle.
ANSWER: the Ashvins [or Asvins or Ashwini Kumaras or Asvinau or Nasatyas or Dasras or Gadagadau or
Svarvaidyau; or Dasra AND Nasatya]
<AY, Beliefs>

2. At the end of this play, a World War II veteran who believes he’s a saint tries to play a broken trumpet to open
heaven’s gates. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this play. In this play, Alberta dies giving birth to Raynell after having an affair with a black garbage
truck driver, who later kicks his Cory son out of the house.
ANSWER: Fences
[10e] Fences is the sixth of 10 plays in the Pittsburgh Cycle, which was written by this playwright.
ANSWR: August Wilson
[10h] In this other play set in Pennsylvania, Jason disables Stan while attacking Oscar with a baseball bat. In this
play, the Olsted Steel Mill keeps laying off employees and outsourcing production to non-union workers.
ANSWER: Sweat (by Lynn Nottage)
<PS, American Literature>

3. Answer the following about trade in 15th-century Bruges as seen in the Arnolfini Portrait, for 10 points each.
[10h] The fur robe lining likely was exported from Peterhof, one of these trading posts operated by the Hansa. Other
examples of these trading posts included the Steelyard in London and Bryggen in Bergen.
ANSWER: kontor
[10m] The expensive oranges on the windowsill were likely a bitter variety named for this Andalusian city, where a
House of Trade established in 1503 facilitated contact throughout the Spanish Empire.
ANSWER: Seville [or Sevilla]
[10e] The carpet in the painting was likely exported from this empire’s Anatolian region, from where its Sultan
Mehmed II launched a siege of Constantinople in 1453.
ANSWER: Ottoman Empire [or Devlet-i ʿAlīye-i ʿOsmānīye or Osmanlı Devleti]
<AS, European History>

4. A 1977 experiment had actors play the part of “cyranoids” who only communicate using this technique. For 10
points each:
[10h] Name this technique of repeating heard speech, typically used to assess speech processing times.
ANSWER: speech shadowing (“Cyranoids” are named in reference to Cyrano de Bergerac.)
[10e] This psychologist conducted the cyranoids experiment. Earlier in his career, he conducted the obedience to
authority experiment, in which participants were led to believe they were administering electric shocks.
ANSWER: Stanley Milgram
[10m] Milgram's obedience to authority experiment began during this specific event, leading to speculation that the
experiment was inspired by this event. The term “banality of evil” was coined in an account of this event.



ANSWER: trial of Adolf Eichmann [accept Eichmann in Jerusalem]
<RR, Social Science: Psychology>

5. Most of the incoming ultraviolet radiation from the sun is absorbed by this molecule. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this molecule. Susan Solomon proposed the free-radical mechanism of this molecule’s reactions with
chlorofluorocarbons, which caused this molecule’s rapid depletion in the stratosphere in the late 20th century.
ANSWER: ozone [or trioxygen, or O3]
[10m] Ozone absorbs UV in upper layers of the stratosphere and re-emits them at weaker intensity to lower layers.
As a result, this quantity is negative in the stratosphere, meaning that it actually gets warmer as you go higher.
ANSWER: atmospheric lapse rate [prompt on L or gamma]
[10h] The stratosphere is thus statically stable because lower air parcels don’t tend to rise. Most of its dynamics and
large-scale horizontal circulation are induced by these disruptions, which weaken the polar vortex in events called
sudden stratospheric warmings.
ANSWER: Rossby waves [accept planetary waves]
<VD, Other Science: Earth Science>

6. Marx Jones and Grant Cole attempted to halt a match of this sport between South Africa and the All Blacks of
New Zealand by dropping flour bombs onto Eden Park from a plane. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this contact sport. Nelson Mandela used South Africa’s hosting of the 1995 World Cup in this sport to
unite the country post-apartheid, fourteen years after Robert Muldoon controversially sanctioned the Springbok
Tour.
ANSWER: rugby union
[10h] In allowing the Springbok Tour, Muldoon failed to enforce this 1977 agreement, in which Commonwealth
nations discouraged competition against South Africa over the continued practice of apartheid.
ANSWER: Gleneagles Agreement
[10m] Despite political fallout from the Springbok Tour, Muldoon called a 1984 snap election in response to threats
by Marilyn Waring to vote in support of this policy. Labour’s David Lange (“LONG-ee”) won that election and
instituted this policy, which caused the French to sink the Rainbow Warrior operated by Greenpeace.
ANSWER: anti-nuclear policy [accept making New Zealand a nuclear-free zone; accept answers indicating
opposition to nuclear energy or nuclear weapons]
<GP, British/Commonwealth History>

7. Confusion arose over this character’s first name due to a story in which his wife Mary refers to him as “James.”
For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this fictional doctor who suffered a war wound in either his leg or his shoulder. In an activity called “the
Great Game,” scholars sort out the inconsistencies in stories about this character and his partner, Sherlock Holmes.
ANSWER: Dr. John Watson [prompt on John]
[10h] This Sherlock Holmes scholar and mystery novelist speculated that Watson’s middle name is Hamish, and
Mary was using “James” as a variant. This author also created the detective Lord Peter Wimsey.
ANSWER: Dorothy L. Sayers [or Dorothy Leigh Sayers]
[10m] Another Sayers essay examines contradictory dates in a Sherlock Holmes story titled for this trait, in which
Vincent Spaulding invents a “league” of people with this trait as part of a scheme to rob a bank.
ANSWER: red-headed [accept descriptions like having red hair; accept “The Red-Headed League”]
<HG, British Literature>

8. Metadynamics and umbrella sampling methods are used to estimate this quantity. For 10 points each:
[10m] Give this quantity plotted on “landscapes” used to map states of systems like biomolecules and glasses. The
chemical potential is the amount of this quantity per mole for systems at constant temperature and pressure.
ANSWER: Gibbs free energy [prompt on partial answer]



[10h] In stochastic thermodynamics, metastable states of energy landscapes are treated as nodes of graphs, with
Markovian transitions between states. At equilibrium, this microscopic condition is satisfied, in which the forward
and reverse rates of each pairwise transition are equal.
ANSWER: detailed balance
[10e] Chemical reaction coordinates are conceptually similar to 1D energy landscapes. The maximum of a reaction
coordinate is this short-lived state that forms halfway through a reaction, which is marked with a double dagger.
ANSWER: transition state
<VD, Chemistry>

9. This thinker understood how his strategy of epoché (“eh-poh-KAY”), or “bracketing,” might lead to solipsism.
For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this founder of phenomenology. He describes how “otherness” is discovered through appresentation,
allowing the ego to enter into an intersubjective lifeworld with other beings and defeating solipsism.
ANSWER: Edmund Husserl [or Edmund Gustav Albrecht Husserl]
[10h] Husserl writes in his Ideas that one grasps other subjects and enters into intersubjectivity via this concept.
Husserl’s student Edith Stein identified self-image as an iterated form of this concept in her dissertation, “On the
Problem of [this concept].”
ANSWER: empathy [accept Einfühlung]
[10e] Husserl’s phenomenology builds up structures like intersubjectivity and spatiotemporal awareness from the
starting point of the thinking ego, mirroring the approach of this philosopher who declared “I think, therefore I am.”
ANSWER: René Descartes
<MB, Philosophy>

10. Following the principles of this movement, Charles McKim, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, and other architects
proposed a cross-shaped plan that emphasized the National Mall, which would be flanked by elms. For 10 points
each:
[10h] Name this movement, which was popularized in the US by a complex of buildings clad in bright stucco.
ANSWER: City Beautiful (The lead-in refers to the McMillan plan.)
[10m] McKim and Saint-Gaudens earlier worked on this event, for which Daniel Burnham served as Director of
Works and emphasized the Beaux-Arts style. Another pair of architects designed a colorful Transportation Building
in deliberate opposition to the other buildings of this event.
ANSWER: 1893 Chicago World’s Fair [or World’s Columbian Exposition; prompt on World’s Fair or Chicago
World’s Fair; do not accept or prompt on “1933 Chicago World’s Fair” or “Century of Progress Exposition”]
[10e] This architect argued that the neoclassicism of the 1893 World’s Fair set American architecture back half a
century. With Dankmar Adler, he designed the Transportation Building, as well as the Wainwright Building in St.
Louis.
ANSWER: Louis Sullivan [or Louis Henry Sullivan]
<DC, Other Arts: Architecture>

11. This instrument’s repertoire expanded at the behest of virtuosi like Marcel Mule. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this instrument, which Alexander Glazunov featured in an E-flat-major concerto that Mule read before
Sigurd Raschèr premiered it. In another piece, this wind instrument depicts a troubadour singing by an “Old Castle.”
ANSWER: alto saxophone
[10e] This composer featured an alto saxophone in the “Old Castle” movement of his orchestration of Pictures at an
Exhibition. Mule premiered the soprano saxophone part in this composer’s Bolero.
ANSWER: Maurice Ravel [or Joseph Maurice Ravel]
[10h] Mule also premiered the solo alto sax part in Scaramouche, whose composer also opened this other work with
an alto sax solo. A section of this African-inspired ballet named “Chaos before [the title phenomenon]” includes a
jazz fugue for alto sax, bass, trumpet, and trombone.



ANSWER: The Creation of the World [or La Création du monde] (by Darius Milhaud)
<EG, Auditory Arts>

12. The book The Social System posits that this concept involves a “relative legitimacy” as long as there is “the
obligation to get well.” For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this concept in medical sociology devised by Talcott Parsons. This concept, which may apply to people
who are ill, involves four social expectations for the ill people to whom it applies.
ANSWER: sick role
[10m] In his sick role theory, Parsons argues that the best way to understand illness from a sociological perspective
is to view it as a form of this behavior, defined as a violation of social norms.
ANSWER: deviance [accept word forms]
[10e] This sociologist posited that deviance is a natural part of any society in the book Suicide.
ANSWER: Émile Durkheim [or David Émile Durkheim]
<EG, Social Science: Sociology>

13. This writer’s most ambitious project was a series of forty-six historical novels tracing his home country’s history
from the Battle of Trafalgar. For 10 Points Each:
[10h] Name this Spanish author of Episodios Nacionales, as well as the Human Comedy-influenced novel Fortunata
y Jacinta.
ANSWER: Benito Pérez Galdós [or Benito María de los Dolores Pérez Galdós]
[10e] Galdos was also heavily influenced by this French author, whose twenty-novel cycle Les Rougon-Macquart
exemplified the Naturalist literary style. This author wrote the J’accuse! letter during the Dreyfus affair.
ANSWER: Émile Zola [or Émile Édouard Charles Antoine Zola]
[10m] Galdos was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1912, losing to this other Naturalist author. This
German author wrote the play The Weavers.
ANSWER: Gerhart Hauptmann [or Gerhart Johann Robert Hauptmann]
<JS, European Literature>

14. Michael Harner controversially proposed the reservation of this practice in the Aztec Empire for elites, a theory
explained by their low-protein diets according to a book titled for exponents of this practice “and Kings.” For 10
points each:
[10e] Name this practice paired with human sacrifice, in which Aztec elites used prisoners to supplement their diets.
ANSWER: cannibalism [accept word forms; accept Cannibals and Kings]
[10h] This anthropologist maintained that Aztec sacrifices supplemented an otherwise low-protein diet in Cannibals
and Kings. This anthropologist developed cultural materialism.
ANSWER: Marvin Harris
[10m] Critics of the cannibalism hypothesis contend beans produced in these “floating gardens” formed a healthy
protein diet for inhabitants of the Valley of Mexico, reducing the need for cannibalism.
ANSWER: chinampas
<GP, World History>

15. This is the most common technique used to determine the concentration of a DNA or protein sample. For 10
points each:
[10e] Name this technique that uses Beer’s Law in order to relate absorbances to concentrations.
ANSWER: spectrophotometry [accept UV-vis spectroscopy or ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy; prompt on
colorimetry]
[10h] One spectrophotometric assay that estimates protein concentration, the Bradford assay, relies on the
colorimetric shift of this highly sensitive dye. This dye is also used in gel electrophoresis to visualize protein bands.
ANSWER: Coomassie Brilliant Blue



[10m] While the Bradford assay relies on Coomassie blue dye, spectrophotometry can detect protein even without
dye as a result of the absorbance of these two amino acids’ aromatic side chains at 280 nanometers. Name either.
ANSWER: tyrosine OR tryptophan [accept either Tyr or Trp; prompt on either Y or W]
<HK, Biology>

16. Gianfranco Rosi’s documentary Fire At Sea examines the plight of these people on the island of Lampedusa,
from where they attempt to cross the Mediterranean into continental Europe. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this multiethnic class of people whose process for claiming asylum in the European Union was
standardized by the Dublin Regulation. Many of these people who fled the Syrian Civil War have placed undue
stress on the governments of Italy and Greece.
ANSWER: refugees [accept migrants]
[10m] As Interior Minister, this Italian politician supported a law to restrict the rights of “socially dangerous”
refugees. This leader of the Lega Nord ended a coalition government with the Five Star Movement in 2018.
ANSWER: Matteo Salvini
[10h] Description acceptable. Salvini criminalized the aiding of refugees at sea as part of this policy, exemplified by
attempts to coerce Malta into addressing the plight of the MS Aquarius.
ANSWER: “closed ports” policy [accept descriptions like preventing humanitarian vessels from bringing refugees
into Italy]
<GP, Current Events>

17. An activist in this family enforced a strict Graham diet at the school she ran until her students took her out to
dinner and showed her that other food tasted good. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this family of Catharine, an activist for women’s education who founded the Hartford Female
Seminary. Victoria Woodhull exposed another person in this family for having an affair with Elizabeth Tilton.
ANSWER: Beecher [accept Catharine Beecher or Henry Ward Beecher]
[10e] Margaret Fuller argued for women’s access to education as editor of The Dial, a mouthpiece for this
movement. Other members of this movement included Orestes Brownson and Ralph Waldo Emerson.
ANSWER: transcendentalism [or transcendentalists]
[10h] This British sociologist criticized the state of 19th-century women’s education in the 1837 tract Society in
America. She also wrote Illustrations of Political Economy.
ANSWER: Harriet Martineau
<GP, American History>

18. Answer the following about applications of the quantum harmonic oscillator, for 10 points each.
[10e] Since the energy of a mode of a quantum field varies quadratically with its height, they are treated as
oscillators, with excitations representing these discrete things. Broadly, these things are classified as fermions or
bosons.
ANSWER: elementary particles
[10h] Under the right gauge, a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field has a Hamiltonian with the quadratic
potential of a harmonic oscillator. Solving the system yields these quantized cyclotron orbits, whose occupancies are
related to the observed resistivity in the quantum Hall effect.
ANSWER: Landau levels
[10m] Treating each atom of a crystal as a harmonic oscillator, the normal modes of collective vibration of all atoms
are these waves. These waves are acoustic if neighboring motions are in-phase and optical if they are out-of-phase.
ANSWER: phonons
<VD, Physics>

19. The speaker of a poem in this genre asks, “Are you grapevine wired?” and describes “the hennaed lips and
fingers / Of our gazelle womenfolk, fecund Muses tuned / To Senghorian cadences.” For 10 points each:



[10h] Name this poetic genre. The words “ROBBERS,” “EAGLES,” and “POLITICIANS” repeatedly appear in
all-caps in another poem titled for this genre.
ANSWER: elegy [accept “Elegy for the Nation” or “Elegy for Alto”]
[10m] The author of the poem “Elegy for Alto” died while fighting in this conflict. Jonathan becomes a bicycle
courier in the aftermath of this conflict in the short story “Civil Peace.”
ANSWER: Nigerian Civil War [or Biafran War] (The poet is Christopher Okigbo.)
[10e] This author of “Civil Peace” is the addressee of Wole Soyinka’s poem “Elegy for the Nation.” This author also
wrote the novel Things Fall Apart.
ANSWER: Chinua Achebe [or Albert Chinụalụmọgụ Achebe]
<CM, World Literature>

20. Lucy Lippard curated a 1966 exhibition seeking to explore sensuality and organic sculpture in an “eccentric”
take on art described by this term. For 10 points each:
[10e] Give this term. Clement Greenberg organized an exhibition of “post-painterly” art described by this term and
assisted “expressionists” like Jackson Pollock in creating art classified with this term.
ANSWER: abstract [accept abstraction]
[10m] “Eccentric Abstraction” featured wire-connected slates by Eva Hesse, a sculptor characterized as “post-[this
art movement].” Donald Judd’s boxes and Frank Stella’s colorful stripes are associated with this movement.
ANSWER: minimalism (The Eva Hesse work mentioned is Metronomic Irregularity II.)
[10h] This sculptor exhibited her latex Portrait at “Eccentric Abstraction,” and created the lumpy Destruction of the
Father with latex and plaster. This artist holds Fillette and wears a black feathery coat in a Robert Mapplethorpe
photo.
ANSWER: Louise Bourgeois [or Louise Joséphine Bourgeois]
<AY, Visual Arts>


